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NEXT RUSTIC REUNION: 22-25 Sep 2005, Ramada Plaza Beach Resort, Ft Walton Beach, FL. It’ll be here before you
know it, so plan to come join us on the sugar white beaches of the Emerald Coast. This will undoubtedly be our best reunion ever—
they just keep getting better and better! See you there!
REUNION GUEST SPEAKER SEARCH: Who would you like to have as a guest speaker for the 2005 Rustic Reunion. Several
suggestions have already been forwarded. They include: Nady Tan ( Sec’y General, Cambodia), Col Perry Dahl (III DASC commander when Rustics were originally formed), Tom Yarborough (FAC author), Darrel
Whitcomb (FAC author), and Bob Clifford (Bien Hoa OV-10/ CC and Lockheed European/Middle East Expert ). Please send your inputs/suggestions to the 2005 reunion Chairman,
Claude Newland, at rustic19@cox.net or call 850-654-2955
MEMBERSHIP: From Don Ellis, Treasurer. We currently have 55 regular dues paying members
and 27 lifetime members for 2004.
The following have renewed their membership this past month: Lee Bergeron, Roger Hamann,
Robert Harshaw, and Wayne Wood
(Editor’s note: The continued enthusiastic support shown by the members of this Association is
what makes this such a great organization! “Thanks to all of you for being an active participant.)
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PERSONNEL UPDATES:
Bob Harshaw – Phone and address - 727-363-3861. 2842 W. Vina Del Mar Blvd, St Pete Beach,
FL 33706-2737
Mike Wilson - Cell phone numbers - 520-850-2203 and 520-850-2195
Bob Harris - Cell phone number - 806-236-0452
Donald Haller – E-mail - DonaldHaller@msn.com
Tom Adams - Now has e mail: minkmak@cs.com (Hurrah!)
RUSTIC NEWSLETTER WILL CONTINUE TO BE PRINTED HARDCOPY AND SENT
OUT IN THE REGULAR MAIL: The results of the survey question on the 2004 Annual Membership Renewal form--which quarried you as to your preference for E- mail vs. snail (regular)
mail newsletters--indicates that the majority of the membership prefers receiving their newsletter
in hardcopy form in the regular mail; therefore, we will continue to mail the quarterly newsletter to
each member. However, we will also continue to post the newsletter on our Rustic website should
you need to refer to the electronic version.

!
RUSTIC ORIGINAL BOOK NOW ON CD. WOULD YOU LIKE A COPY? John Charlton, Rustic 23, recently completed
his project to put our entire original self-published book, “The Rustics – A Top Secret Air War in Cambodia” on CD and has delivered 125 copies to the Rustics. Our thanks go to John for his voluntary efforts in producing the CD. He freely donated his time and
efforts and purchased and printed the CDs at no cost to the Rustics. Rather than be reimbursed for his expenses, he requested the
Rustics make a donation in his name to the House of Hope for the amount of his expenses He claims this was only $62.00. The
Rustic Board unanimously agreed and a donation has already been sent to the House of Hope in Kompong Cham in John’s name.
CD Disposition: The Board of Directors also unanimously agreed to provide a free copy of the book CD to each Rustic who attends the 2005 reunion as well as to every Association member not able to attend the reunion. Extra copies will be made available
for purchase, but a price has not yet been set. If you’d like to reserve extra book CDs, please contact Don Ellis, Treasurer, at donellis@FTC-I.net or call 803-435-4755.
WHO’S GOING TO THE ALL FAC REUNION 5-9 MAY 2004 IN SAN ANTONIO? Rustics Ned “Crash” Helms and Rick
Scaling have already made their reservations for the 2004 All FAC reunion. Claude Newland plans to attend if his work schedule
will allow (low seniority in the airline business sucks’!) The Hyatt Regency is the official reunion hotel, however, the Rustics are
planning to staying at the La Quinta Hotel, phone 210-222-9181 which is cheaper—and it’s “only a short stagger from the Hyatt.”
Is anyone else planning to attend? If so, please contact Ned Helm at ned@wingset.com or call 802-457-9922.
For reunion information, to register, or make reservations at the Hyatt, call 1-888-366-3836.
OV-10 BRONCO ASSOCIATION REPORT. From Jack Thompson. The Bronco museum at Meacham field is complete and
open. It has a first rate display of OV-10 combat losses and a tribute to our brothers who paid the ultimate price for freedom. The
OV-10 mockup progress has been slow due to the cold weather. We are currently working on the wing and engine cowlings. The
cowlings are a challenge since they were top and bottom halves. We have the bottoms and not the tops. Our friends from the B-36
association are helping us to construct the missing parts. Without their help and expertise on this project, we would not have made
much progress. Our goal is to have the mockup assembled and on its gear by July 2004.
BOARD AMENDS RUSTIC BYLAWS. The Rustic Board of Directors unanimously voted to amend the association’s bylaws to
stipulate that future elections of officers and directors will take place at Rustic reunions rather than at the previously mandated two
year interval. This change was made because our reunions are not necessarily held every two years--they have varied from 2 to 3
years apart. The Board felt this change was important on two accounts: 1) elections should be held in a forum where the members
can accurately gauge and assess the candidates, and 2) this will help ensure a smoother transition since outgoing and incoming officer’s and directors can meet face-to-face to effect the transition and plan for the future.
Before each reunion, absentee ballots will be mailed to all association members—to be used in the event you are unable to attend
the reunion. Any questions on this issue can be addressed at the 2005 reunion business meeting.
Current officers and directors have all agreed to continue serving in their present office till the next reunion.
SHORT BURSTS:
1) Rustic Website: From Lendy Edwards. The annual Rustic website host fee of $240.00 was paid on 9 Jan 2004. Have
you checked out the Rustic website lately? It now has a ‘Rustic Store’ page. On 12/12/04 Don Ellis, treasurer, announced that he
received our first order from the Rustic Store internet sales, a "Rustic Story" video. (Good work guys!!)
2) Awards and Decs: Don Mercer continues to pursue several Awards and Decs submissions. A more detailed report
will be provided once dispositions are known.
3) Angkor Wat: Doug Aitken recently found an excellent article on Angkor Wat in the Smithsonian Magazine. You can
go online (use Smithsonian magazine in "Google") to read/download the article. Brings back good memories. Title of the article is
"Rescuing Angkor". ‘Would be nice [good resource] if a Rustic was planning a trip to Cambodia in the near future. (Editor’s note:
Anyone planning a trip to Cambodian or wanting to? If so, let us here from you.)
4) The FACNET is now almost 5 years old. It’s a free service. To join, go to Yahoo/Groups/FACNET (You must signin/register to access the FACNET).
5) Book Review: From Roger Hamann. Guys, you may have seen this already. I just happened to come across this while
doing a "Rustics" search.....Cambodia Book Reviews: Call Sign Rustic by Richard Wood. If the link doesn'
t work, try
www.mekong.net/cambodia/rustic.htm
6) Delta Air Line’s Newest Captain: Claude Newland recently competed his checkout as captain in the Boeing 737800 aircraft. This aircraft has a HUD (Head’s up Display.) He’s finally flying a modern aircraft—one that’s not soon to be in the
bone yard like most of his former Air Force machines. Now, if only he had a pod of Willy Pete’s.

!
TWO MORE NAMES TO BE ADDED TO THE HURLBURT FAC MEMORIAL. From Don Echelberger. The FAC Memorial Committee has determined that two more FAC names should be added to the Hurlburt Field FAC Memorial. Lt Col Andrew
Matyas, assigned to the 22nd TASS, was killed in a mortar attack at his base on 18 Feb 1968. In addition, Capt George J. Bedrossian, a qualified FAC navigator (FAN), died in an O-2 crash with Maj R.E. Staley (FAC) on 9 May 1968. The added names will
bring the total to 222 FACs lost in SEA. The FAC Memorial Committee approved the names and FAC Association funds are available to cover cost of the engraving. The engraving will be done by the same company which did the engraving on the original memorial.
RUSTIC REUNION AND CAMBODIAN TRIP PHOTO CD PROJECT NEARING COMPLETION. From Jim Seibold.
‘Draft’ copies of the photo CD’s have been sent to several Rustics to get their suggestions and critique. 15 April 2004 is the requested suspense for getting responses back to me. If all goes well, I plan to have the final products finished by summer 2004. One
CD contains pictures of the Rustic Cambodian trip and a second CD has pictures from the 1997, 1999, and 2002 Rustic Reunions.

Just a few of the great pictures Jim Seibold included in the trip
CD. These should bring back lots of memories especially from
those that made the trip. Picture to the left is “SAM the FAC”.
Lendy

!
RUSTIC COMMERCIAL BOOK UPDATE. From Dick Wood. We recently received the 2003 (annual) royalty statement
from the Smithsonian Institutional Press (SIP.) Here'
s the essence:
Total Sales-FY03 - 426 Copies
Total Returns
271
Net Sales
155
Total Royalties
$184.58
75% to RFA
$138.44 (Check sent 30 Dec) [25% to Dick Wood]
Total Lifetime Sales (Includes 2002) 1432 Copies. My guess is that the book will go out of print this year.
Bottom line (To paraphrase Dick’s comments): SIP hasn’t sold many books this past year so the Rustic royalties are minimal.
What’s going on? I’m not sure. It could be that SIP hasn’t effectively marketed the book. They also have had a number of personnel changes which could be affecting the internal focus of the company.
If the book should go out of print, per our contract SIP will contact the Rustics and offer us a “one time opportunity of purchasing
the unsold stock (or a part thereof) at a 75% discount of publisher'
s list price. Publisher shall notify the author in writing of its
intent to reduce the stock and Author shall have thirty days from date of said letter to respond to the offer.”
I think the original printing was 4,000 copies, but I may be wrong. SIP is nowhere close to selling those. Let'
s suppose we offered
to buy 1,000 copies at 75% off the publisher'
s list price. Doing the math, that would be $24.95 minus 75% times 1,000 or
$6237.50. That might be feasible. We would be paying about $6.25 per copy and we could sell them for $12.00 and still make
money. It all depends on whether we think we can sell them or not.
Looking ahead, the Rustic Board has agreed that we will consider purchasing some amount of the unsold books at the discounted
price should they be made available to us. We think this would be a good investment for the Association since we should be able
to sell the books at a discounted rate and still make money on them. I’ll continue to ‘birddog this issue; more to come once details
are known. We don’t expect any developments till at least Sep 05, so this may become a business agenda item at our Sep 05 reunion.
HOUSE OF HOPE (HoH), KOMPONG CHAM, CAMBODIA. From Lendy Edwards. Gentlemen, the Rustics rose to the
occasion again. After the HoH staff advised us of several needs at the Cambodian orphanage in Kompong Cham, Jack Thompson made a motion that we support the first six month of 2004 House Mother (HM) salary plan and also buy three sewing machines and needed supplies to be used to teach sewing to the older children at the orphanage. The Board of Directors unanimously approved this motion. Funding for this project was provided by existing Rustic Cambodian Charity funds that have come
from book royalties and individual donations.
The total funding was $900. (6 HMs x 6 months x $20 = $720, 3 sewing machines x $50 = $150, and $30 for supplies (thread,
scrap material, buttons, zippers, rulers, scissors etc.)
The House Mothers are a fairly new concept at the orphanage and have proven to be very effective. Unfortunately, there is not, as
yet, a permanent source of funding for them (a French organization is providing funding for a number of the orphanage’s other
needs.) Each House Mother oversees their own group of orphans and assists them with their daily needs. With our support, the
House Mothers will be able to continue their work through June 2004. What then? We’re not sure. We hope some permanent
funding source can be found. If not, we may consider further support in this area if it seems warranted.
The sewing machines will belong to the orphanage but will initially be used by the HoH girls to teach to older orphanage girls
how to sew, especially uniforms.
Thanks to all of you who sent in a Cambodian Charity donation when you sent in your 2004 annual membership renewal. As you
can see, a dollar goes a long way in Cambodia! The extent to which we will be able to continue helping the orphanage and the
HOH is dependent upon your concern for the Cambodian people and our commitment to help them.
If you’d like to help make a lasting difference in this part of the world, send your contributions/check (marked “Cambodian Charity”) to Don Ellis, Treasurer: 235 Glenwood Drive, Manning , SC 29102
Please keep in mind that, due to our personal relationship with the HoH staff, 100% of your contribution reaches its intended objective.
Diane Moss [HoH director} writes: Lendy, I'
m really excited about this opportunity, as I believe we have 2 girls from HOH
who are very capable of teaching at the orphanage. I hope they will be able to teach both the older girls AND a few of those
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HM'
s you are supporting as well - If the government finds the funds to continue to pay them after the 6 months, THEY can continue to teach the girls to sew, if they don'
t find the funds and let them go, then the HM'
s will have learned a skill as well to help
their future.
As for meeting with the Government official and the Orphanage Leader (to explore permanent funding for the HMs) - I hope this
will happen the first week of February - as this is Chinese New Year and offices are closed and I will be in PP at a training meeting next week. I'
ll email you more info as I have it. Enjoying the working together! Diane
HoH Background: In an earlier message, Diane Moss writes: I think this is a good plan - the 6 months part. Yes, the housemothers are still in place. I'
m not sure what they will do afterwards, but I think it will be good for them to wrestle with the problem. It would be really difficult for them to go back to just one HM with 65+ kids and how the buildings are laid out (they are
divided into rooms with kitchens for sets of 10-15 children). This design was being put into place by another funder of the orphanage even before they had the money for the HMs. So they (the government/leaders at orphanage) were heading in this direction before Rustics began supporting the HMs. If Rustics do decide to fund another 6 months, I can use HOH money for here
until we can get the money here. I know of someone coming on the 25th, but that seems too soon. Our team leader and family
will be coming back in March - that could be another possibility. We can figure that out as soon as you all vote. (Editor’s note:
We have already worked out the transfer of funds to the HOH.)
I do like the idea of teaching the sewing lessons and could see this as a boost for our girls as well - them being able to give back. I
could see buying maybe 3 sewing machines for them as well, but would want to draw the line at that - not buying material. We
would need to buy some initial material for them to learn to sew on - and that would be uniform material - so as not to waste it. I
will research this all in more detail over the next week and get back to you with more specific financial info. If we currently
don'
t have any girls who are skilled and mature enough to teach, I would again pursue the idea of them coming to our center to
learn or I know of a skilled seamstress in our area, who has subbed for us when our regular teacher has been out - who might be
willing to do this for next to nothing - but I really like the idea of our girls doing it if possible...they'
ll just have to be older than
the ones learning to be respected.
Also I was really pleased to receive the Rustics Newsletter. Mr. Newland asked me to confirm via email that I received it. It was
fun to see all the faces of people I have heard about for so long...also to read the article about the Maine-iacs and read of them
reminiscing about Kompong Thom - the
next town over from here. I was able to
show the staff and they really drew a connection from it!
Other new information - I went to the
orphanage and had a long meeting with
the interim director there and the conversation was interesting. He was saying
that he has been charged with finding the
resources to buy rice for the orphanage
(the government will stop giving them
money in a few months) and also for all
the clothes for the children. I then asked
the government official (the one who
wrote you the thank-you letter) about any
other needs and he didn'
t mention any.
The Orphanage director gave no real response to this, other than he didn'
t understand why. The director asked for food one ton of rice a month - about $200 and
also for us to have a sewing teacher to
come and teach their older girls how to
sew. This way they could sew the uniforms for all the students and save money,
plus the girls could learn a skill to use
when they are 18 and leave the orphanage. Those older girls could also teach
younger ones...he wanted us to send out a
sewing teacher from HOH once a week to

This picture was made at the orphanage when we visited in 2000.
here are the children that were there then and a view of some of
the buildings. They are so appreciative of anything we provide.
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do this - which she doesn'
t have time for with all our girls and follow-up. I did suggest them coming to learn at our center and he
wasn'
t keen on that idea. I asked also about machines for them to use and he asked us to buy those as well. I asked about material
to sew for the uniforms and he said he would ask another organization.... I saw him on the street this week and he asked me when
would the teacher be coming to teach sewing - I said I didn'
t have anyone or the money for machines to use etc...he mentioned
the HOH teacher again and I ended the conversation saying no.
I share all this so you have a full picture. I am very thankful for your help at the orphanage. I hope you will decide to continue in
whatever ways you can. There is a great need and the government is without resources and with World Food Program cutting out
the food/rice that has been given for years, it has made a tremendous impact on finances in orphanages across the country. Sewing machines are $50 each here and I could see training some of the house mothers (if you decide to continue to fund them) how
to sew and them teaching the girls.
Lendy, I hope you are not bored with the length of this email. I want you to have a full picture to be able to present ideas to Rustics. It is our desire to work alongside the orphanage, but not to be the place they come to depend on for everything as well; creating dependency will not help them in the long-run.
Thanks for all your consideration, let me know your thoughts and how you would like to proceed.

Diane

(Editor’s note: As you can see, Diane is very concerned about developing a proper and healthy relationship with the orphanage
and not attempting to solve all their problems for them, or make them overly dependent on the HOH or the Rustics. The Rustic
Board agrees with this approach.)
RUSTIC WEBSITE PRIVACY ISSUES? Jim Seibold recently shared his concerns with the Board that some of the information in our quarterly Rustic newsletters--which we post on our website (especially phone numbers)--may lead to unintended consequences. He states, “Any thing in that letter is out there to the world. Case in point, in the last letter he quickly found 3 names
and phone number in it - me, Gabel, & Mercer.
Go to google.com and type in your phone #. You will see quotes from the newsletter and you can click on the newsletter
and it takes you directly to that [Rustic] letter. Do we want this out there for everybody to know? I don’t care. Put in your phone
and see what articles on the net have info on you.
After some discussion, the Board concluded that we did not think this was a serious privacy issue, (after all, most of us have had
our phone number published in phone books for years and anyone can now get this info on the internet if they really want to.)
Rather than set a blanket policy of trying to delete all of this type of information from our newsletters before we post them, we
prefer to let each individual decide if this is a problem for them. If so, please advise us and the association will ensure your info is
‘sanitized’ according to your wishes.
(Editor’s note: if you have any specific guidance concerning your personal information, please notify Claude Newland at rustic19@cox.net or 850-654-2955.).
POSSIBLE RUSTIC HISTORY PROJECT. From Mike Wilson. Last month I saw a message on the FACNET concerning
the Raven’s new documentary entitled “The Ravens: Covert War in Laos” which was produced by a company called Lone Wolf
Documentary Group. The producer is Mika Holliday Lentz. The documentary will air on the Discovery Times cable channel on
several different dates--but unfortunately on dates mentioned will come and be gone before you receive this newsletter. Perhaps
Lone Wolf would consider doing a documentary on the Rustics (we can'
t let the Ravens get ahead of us, can we?) Does anyone
know how to get in touch with this Lone Wolf Organization? Just a thought, what do you guys think?
I didn'
t get Lone Wolf'
s email address. I think the message was pasted into an email from Darrel Whitcomb to the FAC NET. I
would be willing to follow up on this if anyone has a contact number for Lone Wolf Productions. You can reach me at 520-7437943 (phone and fax) or cells: 520-850-2203 and 850-2195.
(Editor’s note: Mike, Contact Larry Sanborn, Raven Pres., at lsanborn@email.msn.com. Perhaps he can help.)
TRIBUTE TO SMSGT DONALD COREY, RUSTIC UBON MAINTENANC NCOIC. Doc Thomas recently learned that
SMSgt Donald Corey passed away in 2001. Lendy Edwards reports that the date of death on the Social Security Death Index is
listed as 12 Aug 2000. Don Corey’s last listed residence was 77546 Friendswood, Galveston, TX. That would have been a 2000
listing.
Don Corey was the Ubon Maintenance NCIOC when Doc Thomas was serving with the Rustics at Ubon. After passing the
word to the Rustics (via e mail) about Don’s passing, Ray Stratton, one of the Ubon Rustic commanders sent us the following
tribute to SMSgt Don Corey.
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“Doc: I am deeply saddened to hear about Don Corey'
s passing. He was a top notch NCO who could always be relied upon to
launch ever sortie on the frag. Some of you may not know this, but the one story warehouse between the Rustic hangar and the
runway was full of all sorts of spare parts and equipment. Don had loaded two C-130s up at the Bin Hoa Air Logistics Center
and shipped all the stuff to Ubon. I was not aware that the
building belonged to the Rustics until the Base Commander
chewed me out for not mowing the grass around it. I went
searching for Don Corey and when I confronted him, he
readily admitted the warehouse was ours. When he took me
inside the place was filled to the rafters with OV-10 parts,
including a complete tail boom, wing tips, M-16'
s and
ammo, over two hundred bunks, mattresses and wall lockers,
lawnmowers, and a lot of other stuff. When the 1972 Easter
Invasion started and three additional F-4 squadrons were
bedded down at Ubon, the Rustic storehouse provided
bunks, mattress and wall lockers for them. In November
1972, the Rustics presented four refrigerators to the Khmer
squadrons based at Phnom Penh. All were professionally
painted up as gifts from the Rustics. Once, when Lachlin
Macleay called lamenting that one of his Nails had taxied
into a revetment and he was going to be charged with a minor accident. When I asked what parts he needed, he responded with a list which included a wing tip and an aileron. I advised him that Don Corey and I would be arriving
at NKP in about an hour with the needed parts, a new lawnmower for the Nail squadron, and a new typewriter. MacLeay was flabbergasted.
One of Don Corey'
s old tricks was to get into one of our
civilian pickup trucks with his Spectre hat on and drive
down to the AC-130 ramp with a dead radio. He would go
onboard the aircraft, being careful to select one that was not
being worked on, swap radios and enter the dead radio in the
gunship Form 781. (He didn'
t want to endanger anyone, he
Only Picture we could find of SMSgt Don Corey. Not a great
said.) Over an 8 month period, Corey'
s maintenance guys
shot but shows him busy launching Rustics (Marcel and Shad).
launched over 2400 sorties with only 4 aborts. When I reAnyone have any pictures of Don Corey? We would like to get a
turned from Cambodia one day I had several bullet holes in
copy.
Picutre provided by Marcel Morneau
my aircraft. When I lamented to Don that I really hated to
report the battle damage to NKP, he grinned and replied that
I was not to worry. The aircraft was completely repaired and painted the next morning. I think of no higher tribute to Don than
when 7th Air Force called and asked us not to fly so many aircraft that all the other OV-10 squadrons were on their asses. I
thanked them for their consideration but we continued to launch the full frag every day. The Nails kept calling me trying to get
me to accept a Captain and a Major as Maintenance Officers. I kept replying that we didn'
t need them and that the Nails had
many more airplanes than the Rustics. This strategy was successful until I left in November to go to Pleiku with the VNAF. I
was successful in getting Don'
s tour extended before I left so that he could stay with his Thai wife and child. Whenever you
wanted something done fast and in top drawer fashion, you only had to call SMSGT Don Corey. May he rest in peace.”
BRONCO--WITH A RUSTIC PAST--CRASHES IN THE PHILIPPINES; PILOTS BAIL OUT. Sun, 30 Nov, 2003,
22:41:23 EST from another NET. From Charlie Pocock, Editor of the All FAC Book:
An OV-10 Bronco fighter plane was forced to make an emergency landing for still unknown reasons Saturday noon in a remote
village in Batangas province, reports reaching the Philippine Air Force said. The OV-10, with aircraft number 681, was being
piloted by Capt. Froiland L. Paras and 1st Lt. Peter Paul C. Lim, both from the PAF’s 15th Strike Wing, when it made an
emergency landing in the backwater village of Munting Indang in Nasugbu town around 12 noon Saturday.
Maj. Restituto Padilla, PAF public information officer, said the plane was returning to Danilo Atienza Field in Sangley Point,
Cavite, from the Armed Forces Western Command in Puerto Princesa, Palawan. “It was on its way to Cavite for regular maintenance,” Padilla said. “It had performed regular maritime patrol missions in Puerto Princesa.”
The two pilots, who were pronounced safe, were able to bail out when they experienced trouble with the plane’s right engine.
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With only the left engine functioning, the OV10 began losing altitude before eventually
crashing. Of the two, only Paras was hurt but
both were immediately taken to Villamor Air
Base for medical examination. “Except for
Captain Paras who complains of a painful leg,
1st Lt. Lim is up and about,” Padilla said.
There was no reported damage to property or
injuries to people on the ground.
Lt. Gen. Nestor Santillan immediately ordered
troops from the 740th Combat Group of the
710th Special Operations Wing to secure the
area for investigation. “The real cause of the
accident has yet to be determined,” Padilla
said. Initial reports received by the PAF team
on the ground described the OV-10, which
was given to the PAF by the United States in
the late 1980s, as “totally wrecked.”
The OV-10 is a multipurpose, light attack
fighter plane designed for reconnaissance missions. It is a twin-turboprop, short takeoff and
landing aircraft. It is capable of observation,
forward air control, helicopter escort, armed
reconnaissance, gunfire spotting, utility and limited ground attack.
(Editor’s note: Roger Hamann, Rustic Yankee, reported that he had 10 missions in # 681 while at Ubon. Ned “Crash” Helm,
Rustic 15, reports...I too had a bunch of time in 681...sorry she'
s gone.)
FAC AUTHOR GETS SECOND BOOK PUBLISHED: From Darrel Whitcomb, Nail 25, the author of “The Rescue of BAT
21” reports his second book is now in print. “Guys, I am proud to announce that Air University Press accepted for publication my
manuscript, ‘Combat Search and Rescue in Desert Storm’. The director indicates that it should be out sometime later in the year.
Several of you did some great editing and proof reading for me. I really appreciate the help. This is the project which has had me
so tied up for the last two years. Now my editor wants me to write the sequel into Operation Iraqi Freedom. There is always new
history.”
RETURNING FROM SOUTHEST ASIA--WHAT’S YOUR STORY? What happened to you when you returned from SEA?
Do you have a story to tell? If so, we’d like to hear it. Please send your story to Lendy Edwards, email Rustic20@cox.net.
Here’s a couple accounts that may help you start recalling ‘How it was”.
1) Darrel Whitcomb, Nail 25, had just returned from 3 consecutive FAC tours in Southeast and was being interviewed by his
new stateside squadron commander. As the squadron commander reviewed Darrel’s records and noted the multiply SEA tours,
…."He slammed my folder shut. "Well, I would never have approved that," he said with indignation. "Welcome to the squadron." Darrel mused, “I could tell that the interview was over. So I got up and saluted. He did not return it. I started to leave and
then noticed his class A blouse hanging in the corner. He did not have one single ribbon suggesting that he had done a combat
tour. This was as our nation was concluding 12 years of involvement in SEA!"
2) Roger Hamann, Rustic Y. Well I don'
t profess to be anywhere near the same level of FACness as Nail 25 but I'
d like to share
my story as to my return to stateside upon my Rustic tour ending on Aug. 25,1972.
As I'
ve stated before, I was originally a POL jock before my short-lived volunteer assignment as an airborne interpreter with the
Rustics. With the lack of necessity for such an AFSC back in the world, Mon Oncle Sam sent me back to my POL duties via Loring AFB, Limestone, Maine (yes, Maine IS considered part of the US of A). A longer version of how I had my original destination (Nellis) upon DEROS changed to Loring will be found in the FAC book CD.
So here I am, reporting to the POL section at Loring AFB as an E-4 with aircrew wings on my fatigues. Similar to what Darrel
stated in his previous post, my folder was also on my OIC'
s desk and he, along with my NCOIC and a few others were all stand-
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ing in the Captain'
s office, obviously waiting to see and hear about the new guy who'
d just got back from SEA........the one with
wings. CRS has dealt me a good hand but I do remember that all the folks mentioned above were genuinely interested in what I
had been involved in for the past year and to my recollection, no one held any grudges or ill feelings towards me. Granted, I
never really discussed much of what I'
d been involved in as a member of the Rustic FACs, mainly because it was still classified,
none inquired about it or knew about it for that matter. What was in my records remained there, such as it was........for a very
lonnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnng time. I went about performing my duties as a POL airmen to the best of my abilities and, as best as I
can remember, was never asked as to my status with the wings upon my chest. I suppose someone must have gotten an idea as to
what that POL guy did in SEA when Commander’s Call came around and my presence was requested for presentation of some
belated air medals.
Truth be told, my Rustic past remained just that until mid 1997 when a fellow Rustic GIB contacted me about the Rustics'first
reunion to be held later that year. Since that time, I have struggled to bring back the memories.....not due to PTSD....but more in
the line of CRS. Nowadays, rarely a day goes by when I don'
t think back to those days of camaraderie between my fellow Rustic
pilots and GIBS and our Cambodian allies. Those memories are now merely snippets, not enough to "tell a tale " about, but still
there in the back of my mind (what'
s left of it), trying like hell to shake the cobwebs of a distant past.
Christmas time always brings with it the first mission I ever flew where I actually saw the enemy on the ground , many of
them..........prior to our putting in an a/s. I'
ve posted this recollection of that specific mission before therefore I won'
t repeat myself. Suffice it so say, I'
ve dealt with this particular memory in my own way....with help at times.......and the situation is now under control.
As you can see, flying from the backseat has put me off course from
the subject matter................ par ma faute, par ma faute, par ma tres
grande faute.
Joyeux Noel et une Bonne Heureuse Annee a tous!
Rustic Yankee, Ubon 71-72

Rog Hamann,

SPECIALIZED LICENSE PLATES: FYI: From Roger Hamann
finally got around to having his film developed. Here'
s the [license
plate] frame he had made by Dave Heffernan. Dave Heffernan'
s
website can be found at........... www.usaircombat.com or Dave can
be reached at............. Heffpilot@aol.com.
OV-10 LOSSES IN 1970. From Jim Hogdson, president, OV-10 Bronco Association (OBA). 1970 was not a great year for
Broncos. While doing some research for the OBA on the status of FAC KIAs, I started reading Vietnam Air Losses and highlighted the OV-10 losses.... Here they are:
Jan 27
Feb 8
Mar 15
Mar 21
Apr 21
Apr 29
May 7
Jun 7
Jun 17
Jun 20
Jun 30
July 3
July 30
Aug 13
Aug 30
Sept 17
Sept 29
Oct 11
Nov 23
Dec 18
Dec 28

N.E.James, Ubon Nail(35) ,AAA, Survived
Langston and Coker,19 TASS, AAA, Survived (what call sign)
D.J.Erickson, Ubon Nail,AAA, Survived
J.A.Richmond, Nail, AAA, Survived
Eugene Wheeler, Black Pony,AAA, KIA
Wendell Brown and Jose Ortiz, 19th TASS, AAA on TO Cu Chi, KIA (Call Sign??)
M.L.Taylor, Ubon Nail, AAA, Survived
Jere Barton ,Black Pony, AAA, KIA
K.E. Loar ,Ubon Nail, AAA, Survived
UNK, Nail, NKP, Run over by RF-4, Survived (who was this guy???)
Bill Sanders, Nail Prairie Fire FAC ,AAA,KIA (one of Blaster'
s Boys....)
Allen Justice,Pleiku Covey , AAA, KIA
Michael Butler, Covey, AAA on TO Duc Co, KIA (Da Nang or Pleiku??)
John Powell, Da Nang Covey, AAA, KIA
Mike McGerty and Covey Rider Charles Gray, Da Nang Prairie Fire, Covey, AAA,KIA
Jerry Bevan, Covey, Engine Failure, KIA
Ed Bastarache, Black Pony, AAA, Survived
Robert Brunson, Nail, AAA, KIA
Brooks and Bellefeuille, Bien Hoa Rustics, AAA Survived (read it all in the FAC book)
James Allenberg, Da Nang Covey, Accident, KIA
James Smith and Roger Teeter, Dan Nang Prairie Fire Covey, AAA???,KIA
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I know the Nails and Rustics were shocked to lose a Rustic (Joe Gambino) and a Nail in the last 5 months of the war...but 21
OVs in 12 months....Two were accidents....but the other 19 were shoot downs......and this may not have been the worst year...I
haven'
t done the math yet. BTW I didn'
t add up Ducks [ O-2s] and Aces [O-1s] as they were on the decline in 70....but I
will...see below
This does not claim to be all inclusive...just a quick look.....now its time to write the history of each one of these losses...not just a
paragraph..who were they....why did they die or live....the Memorial Wall at the OBA has each who died...but now we need to
expand in detail ....here'
s a book that needs writing.
Jim Hodgson
RUSTIC WIFE EARNS PRIVATE PILOT LICENSE. Congratulations go to Sherry Wilson who earned her Private Pilots
License on Feb.10, 2004! [Mike and Sherry do a lot of private plane flying] Mike reports that “Sherry told me she wanted to
learn [to fly] in case there was an emergency and she had to land our plane by herself. I couldn'
t argue with that kind of logic, so I
decided to come out of retirement and give it a shot .My Flight Instructor Certificate was still current even though I hadn'
t had a
student in over twenty years. I had to hit the books to be sure I was teaching her the current procedures and standards. The training went well, but my goodness, it was more stressful for me to send my wife on her first solo flight than it was flying combat.
She passed her written, oral, and flight tests with flying colors. I think I was more excited and happy about her accomplishment
than she was. I am very proud of her. I must report that she is still not crazy about practicing stalls. It is pretty neat being a two
pilot family. Mike Wilson, Rustic 08, 1970-71 (Now permanently retired from the flight instructing business)
(Editor’s note: Mike and Sherry–Congratulations are in order for both of you!! Well done and fly safe.)
FAC MUSEUM (FACM) UPDATE. 17 Feb, 2004, from Jim Hodgson, President OBA: Hi folks, want to give you a brief update on what is happening with the FAC Museum. We had a good meeting with the Museum Director of the International Bird
Dog Association a couple weeks ago. They are very interested in the concept [of a FAC museum] and representatives of their
Board of Directors will meet with OBA Board members this weekend to continue discussing common ground and goals. Having
the Bird Dogs on board would be a big step toward achieving our $3,200 [hanger] space reservation goal by July 4th [2004]. I
have also asked for time to address the FAC Association general membership or Board of Directors at their reunion in San Antonio in May.
As some of you may know, the Bronco Association reserved the name Forward Air Controller'
s Museum a few years ago as a
fictitious name. Using that name, we, OBA opened a separate bank account using that name to keep funds segregated. I have had
some very informal discussions with lawyers regarding the proper business form the FACM should take for the near term. In general, we are looking for a structure that will allow groups, such as the Bird Dogs or FAC Association along with the OBA to be
"sponsors" of the museum. The threshold of financial support needed to be considered a sponsor has not yet been defined, but it
will be higher than a simple membership. We envision the sponsors to act as a Steering Committee, Board of Governors or Trustees, to develop policy, concepts and direction. Initially, we would like to establish a business structure that will protect the members and sponsors without spending a lot of money. A Limited Partnership, Join Venture or Limited Liability Corporation may do
the job, but that hasn'
t been determined yet. Your input here is welcome.
We are getting a little breathing room on the [hanger] space as well. The present tenant has been ordered back to Iraq, so the
space won'
t be available for awhile. We will continue to press with the July 4th suspension date however.
The Bronco Association will be sending out its newsletter in a week or so. It contains a brief announcement about the FACM
concept and an invitation to join or donate.
We have a couple new members who subscribed via an internet connection on the Bronco web site at www.ov-10bronco.net. If
you are NOT an OBA member, and would like to initiate your membership via Paypal, you can do that by clicking on this link.
https://www.paypal.com/subscriptions/business=obainfo%40comcast.net&item_name=FAC+Museum+Annual+Dues&return=htt
p%3A//www.ov-10bronco.net&cancel_return=http%3A//www.ov10bronco.net&no_note=1&currency_code=USD&lc=US&a3=20.00&p3=1&t3=Y&sra=1
This link will allow you to donate the $20.00 annual membership fee. If you would rather send in a check, send me your street
address and we will invoice you. We will invoice OBA members soon. We are getting a lot of interesting feedback, but we need
to generate members and sponsors at this point to be able to move forward. We have already developed a first concept floor plan
for the FACM. Again, your comments are welcome and encouraged. Thanks for your support. Best regards, Jim Hodgson, President OBA
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OBA PROPOSES NEW FAC MUSEUM--YOUR SUPPORT IS REQUESTED—BECOME A CHARTER MEMBER.
From Jim Hodgson. Although various groups have established museums or collections spotlighting Forward Air control operations (e.g. the Bronco Assoc, OV-1 Mohawk Assoc, or the International Bird Dog Assoc.) there is no all FAC Museum. That may
soon change. For the last several months, the OBA Board of Directors has been polling members asking their opinions on establishing an ALL FAC museum. The concept has been well received and encouraged. In fact, we have even asked about the availability of space in our location at the Vintage Flying Museum. We were told that a 1,200 square feet space like ours might become available in the next year or two. Assuming we had time to plan and raise funds we set about to explore the idea and move
forward slowly. Last month, that all changed. We were informed that the space adjoining our Ready room would become available in a couple of months.
We know if we don’t latch on to this space, the likelihood of another adjacent space coming available would be a long, long way
off. Although our planning g is by no means complete, we have decided to accelerate our plans for an ALL FAC museum and
announced that decision a few weeks ago with a few provisos. First, the OBA cannot afford to support another 1,200 square feet,
let alone convert it into a display area. We can provide management and administrative support and allow the new museum to
piggy back on our credentials for awhile. However, we need financial support to make this new museum reality.
The space will cost about $4,000 to rent for one year. So for the next few months we will try to raise a substantial portion of that
amount to reserve the room for further development. You can join the new FAC museum (FACM) for only $20 per year. For
now, there will not be a newsletter or website. We will maintain an email group for information. If we cannot raise pledges or
memberships for at least $3,200 by July 2004, we will return the memberships and pass on the FAC Museum.
This museum will be for ALL FACs; ground, air, fast, slow, from balloons to UAVs. Help us preserve this story. Join the FACM
today. To become a FACM Charter Member, go to our website: www.ov-10bronco.net or send your check for $20, payable to
“Ov-10 Bronco Association” (write ‘FACM’ in memo line) and send to:
OV-10 Bronco Association
505 NW 38th St, Hanger 33s
Fort Worth, TX 76106
Questions or Comments? Contact us at: (800) 575-0535 or email OBAinfo@comcast.net
We hope you’ll support our efforts to start an ALL FAC museum and send in your contribution today. Cleared Hot!
You may be amazed in the future to see what your $20 will accomplish. Let’s get this project going. Time is of the essence!
KEEPING IN TOUCH:
1) Bob Clifford reports from Nice, France that he and Dorte would normally be in the Ft Walton Beach area in mid March, but
not this year. Their youngest daughter is currently in Kazakhstan adopting two children and Dorte and he are "on call" to go there
and help her take the children to California. So it is good news overall. We should get to Florida by April - income tax anyway
and do plan to be back in September for the reunion [Bob was informed the reunion will be in Sep 2005]. ‘Will call when we
finally figure out what we are doing.
2) “Crash” Helm just purchased 16 acres south of Defuniak Springs, FL (about 25 miles north of Ft Walton Beach, FL).
Things are happening faster than he thought. He quickly sold his house in Vermont and has moved up his time table and expects
to be in warm Florida country by the summer, if not sooner.
(OK, that now makes 9 Rustics who reside in or near the center of FAC country --Ft Walton Beach, FL,, Who’s next? Come on
Down! The water’s fine and the taxes are reasonable!)

Another Example of Dave Heffernan’s specialized license plate frames. Guess who this one belongs to! His
website is: www.usaircombat.com

OV-10 Bronco Association Ready Room with Memorial Chairs in place.

Rustic FAC Association
4033 Indian Trail Drive
Destin, FL 32541

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

www.rustic.org
Board of Directors:

President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Claude Newland, Rustic19@cox.net
Jack Thompson, jackov-10@earthlink.net
Don Ellis, donellis@FTC-I.net
Marcel Morneau, rusticv@juno.com

Director:
Director:
Director:
Historian:

Doug Aitken, daitken@nc.rr.com
Don Mercer, dmercer@life-insure.com
Mike Wilson, sher85745@mac.com
Jim Gabel, jagabel@aol.com

Project Coordinators:
Website/Database: Lendy Edwards, lendy@cox.net
Rustic SEA Photo CD: Ned Helms, ned@wingset.com
Commercial Book: Dick Wood, woodrh@ix.netcom.com
Rustic Reunion Photo CD: Jim Seibold, seiboldjim@aol.com
Air Park Liaison: Don Echelberger, echelberg@aol.com
OBA Liaison: Jack Thompson, Jackov-10@earthlink.net
FACM Committee: Jim Gabel, jagabel@aol.com
Search Committee: Ron Dandeneau, RusticFotrot@aol.com

2005 RUSTIC REUNION: The next Rustic FAC and Friends reunion will be 22-25 Sep 2005, at the Ramada Plaza
Beach Resort, Ft Walton Beach, FL. Serious reunion planning begins later this summer. The hotel and hootch are already reserved. Make plans to attend. This will be the first opportunity for many of you to see the new FAC Memorial at
Hurlburt Field. We look forward to having another great Rustic gathering on the sugar white beaches of the Emerald
Coast. The target is marked. Get your ordnance on board and prep those engines! See you
in 2005!
TREASURER’S REPORT (Don Ellis): The Rustic Board has authorized placing some
of our funds into a 13 month CD. As you know, interest rates on passbook savings accounts are at an all time low and interest rates on checking accounts are practically nonexistent. The Board’s consensus is that putting part of our funds in a CD (particularly
those funds committed to lifetime membership) is a prudent thing to do.
PERSONNEL CHANGES:
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Mike Gagne
Wayne Wood
Bill Voss
Johnny Engleman
Bob Harshaw
Si Dahle

rustic_kilo@oreka.com
wayne.wood1@comcast.net
marthvoss@hotmail.com
jtengleman@comcast.net
rharshaw@tampabay.rr.com
322C Harbor Dr, Atwater, CA 95301-4703

NEW ADDITIONS:
Richard (Dick) D. Rinehart
(301) 791-1543

12611 Covenant Way, Hagerstown, MD 21742-4825
Rustic 02
rrine10046@aol.com

Anthony (‘Tony’) J. McGarvey 8835 Kilrenny Drive, Spring, TX 77379-8649
(H) (281) 655-7442
Rustic 03
amcgarvey@houston.rr.com
(W) 713-680-1951
Spouse: Mary Jo

RUSTIC SUPER SLEUTH LOCATES TWO MISSING RUSTICS (Dave Van Dyke):. Hey guys, I just located
Dick Rinehart. and “Mac” i.e. Anthony (‘Tony’.) J. McGarvey They were both involved in the very first Rustic
missions in June 1970.
Mac was one of the Tay Ninh Issue FACs, turned into an instant Rustic on June 20. Mac, Roger Dodd, Maj.
Rinehart, Don Shinafelt, & I were the 1st Brigade Issue FACs. Maj Rinehart was Rustic 2; Mac was Rustic 3, I was
Rustic 4, & Roger was Rustic 5. Shinafelt was off on R&R somewhere and didn'
t know what was going on, actually
never figured it out. Then we pulled in Paul Riehl, a Rash from Tay Ninh as Rustic 6; Dave Parsons, a Rash from
somewhere as Rustic 7; and Lou Currier, an Issue from Cu Chi as Rustic 8. Add Jim Lester to the pile and that was
what started it all. It’s kind of weird when you think about it: Roger went to 19 TASS IP the first chance he could,
Mac went to 19 TASS QC the first chance he could; Parsons just didn'
t want to hang it out any more and went concientious objector. All of us DEROSed in November 1970. On day 1 Maj. Rinehart flew to Papa Papa, landed & picked
up the first Cambodian back seater while Mac & somebody else (I don'
t know) flew top cover. The Maj bombed the
crap out of KPT that day. I, with Lou in my back seat, relieved them. They wouldn'
t let us have any TAC air, but told
us to BDA the place thoroughly. The next ride I was in Lou'
s back seat & we quickly figured out how worthless I was
in that position. Any way, that'
s where Mac was in all this. Right there at the start, and in the thick of not knowing
shit but doing it anyway.
(Claude Newland spoke recently with Dick and Tony. It’s good to have them back in the fold. They both sent messages
detailing some of their early Rustic missions.)
From Dick Rinehart: The Rustic group was put together in June or July of 1970. I was in Tay Ninh and got a call to
go to Saigon. They sent me to Phnom Penh. I talked to a Cambodian General at the airport. I then picked up a Cambodian officer and we flew a mission to Kompong Thom, which was under attack.
One of the funnier incidents that happened was the airplane would not start when I was ready to leave. I knew we had
trouble with battery starts. I put an extra battery in the cargo bay. The Cambodian crew helped me install the battery
and we were on our way. A week or so later Jim Currier landed in Phnom Penh and his batteries were bad. I guess it
was the same Cambodian that installed my battery that tried to help him. He was surprised when there was no spare
battery.
The first few days of the Rustic mission was pretty confusing. We were flying out of Saigon and some of us were still
in Tay Ninh. I can’t remember but I think it was a week or so before we moved the operation to Bien Hoa. All of our
personal belongings were still at Tay Ninh. We were pretty busy so some maintenance men packed up our belongings.
I think I stopped at Tay Ninh on the way home and brought everything to Bien Hoa. They got into our booze and had a
good time.
P.S, Dave (Van Dyke) or Rodger (Dodd) can expand on this.
69 to
From “Mac” McGarvey: I was Issue 14 with the 1st Brigade at Tay Ninh West. I was there from November '
July '
'
70. I Deros'
d from Bien Hoa on November '
70. Some of the people I remember from Cu Chi were Dowty Fagg,
Lt Col Dohrr, Lt Col Rosasco (not one of my favorite people) and Max the Dancing Bear. I can'
t remember Max'
s
real name but he was the Division IP. I have a picture of all the 25th Division FACs from what was probably about
March or April of '
70.
I would be happy to write about some of the early episodes. I flew in a two ship of OV-10s on the first day of the OV10 war in Cambodia. Dick Rinehart was in the front seat of one OV-10 (back seat was initially empty). The 19th
TASS/CC (Bill Morton?) was in the front seat of the second OV-10 and I was in his backseat. Both aircraft flew to PP
where Dick Rinehart landed, got briefed by Cambodians and picked up a Cambodian interpreter. 2nd OV flew overhead while this was going on. Both aircraft then flew to KPT and put in airstrikes. I think it was Dave Van Dyke who
flew out to relieve Rinehart as they RTB’d. Rinehart was Rustic 01 and got a silver star for this mission. I was Rustic
03. Both the 19th TASS/CC and I got DFCs for our mission.
SILVER STARS AWARDED TO TWO RUSTICS: Thanks to the efforts of Don Mercer, our resident Rustic
Awards and Decs Guru and many of you who provided supporting documentation, Ron Van Kirk and Mike Wilson

were both recently awarded Silver Stars for FAC missions flown in SEA. The awards were presented by Toby Rushforth, FAC Association president, in a formal ceremony at the Saturday night banquet, 18 May, during the All-FAC Reunion in San Antonio. Congratulations Ron and Mike! It’s about time! And a BIG thanks to Don Mercer for making it
happen!!

HISTORIAN REPORT (Jim Gabel): I received a sizeable package of Clint Murphy's memorabilia from Doc Thomas on 16 April 2004. It has taken me quite a while to inventory it all because I was continually side tracked reading a
lot of the material. Some of Clint’s material that Doc received from Mrs. Murphy was loaned to Don Mercer for his
book project. The list of items received is lengthy. It includes: manuals, transcripts, interpreter personnel folders, a host
of maps, Interpreter Guidebooks, taped interviews, FAC Tactics manual, and much more.
AIRCREW WINGS CEREMONY PHOTO TO BE REPRODUCED. Clint Murphy’s memorabilia included several
historic negatives of photos taken at the Aircrew Wings Ceremony at Bien Hoa when the Rustic interpreters were finally
awarded their aircrew wings. The Rustic Board plans to make copies of these photos and will provide copies to the persons in the photos. A set of prints will also be made for the Rustic archives.
RUSTIC REUNION AND CAMBODIAN TRIP CD ALMOST FINISHED (Jim Seibold): ‘Think the project is almost finished. THANK GOD!! I'
m getting fed up with it. Will try and finish it in Vail, Co. ‘Going there to relax on Fri
for 1 week before back surgery on April 27th. Sure I'
ll be laid up for a while and won'
t be able to sit for very long.
Hope a box of wine will be enough. Thanks go to Doug Aitken, Jim Gabel and Claude Newland for critiquing this
project.
(Editor’s note: A free CD will be provided to everyone who is a Lifetime Member of the Assn and to those who pays
2005 dues. Non-members may purchase a copy .The CD will contain archived photos from our previous three Rustic
reunions and the Nov 2000 Rustics trip back to Thailand, Cambodia and Vietnam. It should be a great keepsake!
“Thanks” to all who participated in this project. Jim, we hope you have a speedy recovery!)
WE WANT YOUR—I SAY AGAIN “YOUR”--SEA RUSTIC PHOTOS FOR OUR SEA PHOTO CD PROJECT
(Ned Helm).. OK, guys time to restoke the fires! The Rustics have a great written history with our two books and we
have the beginnings of a great photo history with the initiation of our SEA Photo CD project. However, interest has
dropped off lately. I need to hear from more of you.
I am still scanning. In fact, I am taking my new lap top with a video out cord [to the FAC reunion in San Antonio] and
Ron Van Kirk is getting a TV to enable all to see the pix I have from the Rustics and the Nails (somewhere over

2000 at last count...maybe alot more... I haven'
t actually counted them). The pix will run any time the Hooch is
open...or until my Laptop croaks (or is that ..."Crashes")? The main problem with the pix is that they all need to be
labeled with who, what, when, where...so that when viewed the viewer has a clue. This will be the follow on to the
current project...and it’s going to be on-going.
We have at least 12 months [before the 2005 Rustic reunion] to scan and compile, so please get your photos to me
any way you can. E mail them to me at: ned@wingset.com or mail them to Claude Newland at: 4033 Indian Trail
Dr, Destin, Fl 32541 (I’m using Claude’s address because I’m in the process of re-locating to Defuniak, Fl.)
(Editor’s note: I’ve seen Ned’s photo CD handy work at the San Antonio FAC reunion. Great Stuff!!. The finished
product is going to be a great keepsake and taking extra time to get as much input/photos from all Rustics will be
worth the effort. Just like our book project, the photo CD project will take time to DO IT RIGHT. Who still needs to
send Ned their photos? Time to act. Cleared hot!)
RUSTIC HISTORY VIDEO PROJECT IN THE CARDS? …Perhaps. The Rustics are going to contact Lone
Wolf Productions to see if they would be interested in doing a Rustic documentary similar to the one they recently
did for the Raven FACs. Don Mercer has already made initial contact with the producers of the company and they
seem interested. Since Don is extremely busy right now with his on-going book project, several volunteers, Doug
Aitken, Jim Gabel, and Mike Wilson have stepped forward to spearhead the initial investigative effort. Others may
be asked later to get involved with the project, but for now, we just need a small group to lay the foundation, etc.
Several months ago Don Mercer met with Mike Lentz of Lone Wolf Productions, Don laid out a proposed video
story line that could include:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Inception of Rustic Operation with ties to the Cambodia Incursion that began on April 30, 1970;
Night Rustics;
Bien Hoa OV-10 ops;
Interpreters;
Ubon OV-10 ops;
The major battles: Skoun, Prey Totung, the attack on Pochentong; Baray, Thma, Rumlong;
Other air assets: fighters, gunships, Khmer aircraft, etc.
Results of our Operation and demise of Cambodia after August 15, 1973: The Killing Fields and after.

Don went on to say, “I was most impressed with the company and its personnel. They have produced a number of
videos for History and Discovery Channels. Most recently, they produced "The Ravens: Covert War in Laos," which
has been aired over several days in March. Ms. Lentz was most enthusiastic about such a production with respect to
the Rustics as (1) none of the material/footage we have has ever "seen the light of day;" (2) it is a most unique story
that can add substantially to the known history of the War in Southeast Asia; (3) they can interview 4-5 men in order
to cover most of the events (a departure from my goals); and (4) from a cost standpoint with respect to their company,
it does not appear that a return trip to Cambodia will be necessary.
(We’ll keep you posted.)
RUSTIC CALL SIGN PROUDLY FLIES AGAIN (Lendy Edwards): Ltc Christopher "Sponge" Plamp, 74
FS/DO, “Pope AFB, recently contacted me to announce that the Rustic call sign is ‘airborne’ again. Here’s what he
had to say: “As I was searching the internet for the origin of the Rustic FAC call sign, I found your association’s page
on the internet. Our squadron, the 74th Fighter Squadron, Pope AFB NC, flies the A/OA-10 in both the attack and
FAC role. The 23FG (74FS and 75FS), in the heritage of the 23TASS, have been flying with the call sign Nail. In an
effort to promote squadron esprit-de-corps our squadron made the decision to look for a separate and distinct call sign
for our FACs – allowing the 75FS exclusive use of NAIL.
“The squadron noticed the association of the Nail and Rustic call signs. We applied to Air Combat Command to get
the Rustic call sign added to our list and were approved. Today one of our junior FACs is flying our first mission using Rustic. (Lt Todd Bender flew as Rustic 36 on a mission to the Navy’s BT-11 range controlling 4xA-10s…. first
time the squadron used the call sign!)
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“I personally would like to gain any insight into the heritage of the call sign and the units that flew with it. I have
browsed your web page and have ordered “Call Sign Rustic” from Amazon.com and will make it available to everyone in the squadron. Any insight into the flag, what it was presented for, where, when, etc - would be greatly appreciated.
“Our group has a strong heritage as Flying Tigers. Our planes still fly with the tigers teeth painted on them in direct
linage to the AVG in WWII - we also attend the Flying Tiger reunion every year. The group also has a strong FAC
heritage with members who flew in Desert Storm, Kosovo, Southern Watch, Operation Enduring Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom.
“Know that the Nails and Rustics are flying with pride here in NC. I would love to get the squadron together with
some of you all and let you bend our ears! The Fighter Group (including the leadership) is very keen on heritage and
I would like to make flying with our two FAC call signs a privilege to all of the pilots here. I think we are going to
work on making a “friday patch” (unofficial) in the style of one of the patches on your website, with the exception of
an OA-10 in the middle. I started my career as an OA-10 FAC in Korea (1990-1991) in the 19TASS and the pride
the FACs had in their mission was shown in the patches we wore (“We control violence” – an unofficial version of
OV-10 patch with an OA-10 inserted). I would like to inspire the same pride with the young FACs in my squadron.
“I wanted to let you know that the 74FS will strive to continue the honor of the Rustic call sign.”
(Editor’s note: Lendy Edward’s provided Col Plamp the history of the Rustic call sign from our book and a group of
Rustics, Aitken, Edwards and Mercer plan to visit the 74FS in July. They will present a copy of the Rustic ‘Black”
book to the 74 FS on behalf of the Rustics FACs. Does anyone else want to attend this gathering? If so, contact Doug
Aitken .)
FAC MUSEUM PLANNING IN PROGRESS--RUSTICS TO SUPPORT EFFORT: This past month, the Rustic
Board authorized a $500 donation to the fledgling FAC Museum. With this donation, the Rustic Association will be
come a sponsor of the FACM. Rustic Historian, Jim Gabel, will be the Rustic representative to the museum’s Steering Committee. Since the initial museum will be housed at Meachem Field, Ft Worth, TX, the FAC Museum committee is looking for FAC volunteers who live in the Dallas/FT Worth area who can assist with on-sight projects. If you
can help, please contact Jim Gabel at: jagabel@aol.com or call: 605-342-6158
Here’s the background: Recently, the OV-10 Bronco Association (OBA) developed the FACM concept and offered
their organization as the initial sponsoring organization so that the FAC Assn doesn’t have to go through the legal
hassles of starting an organization/museum to get this project airborne. Hangar space at Meachem Field, next to the
OBA Ready Room, recently became available but quick action (i.e. $3,200) was needed to secure this space. By Apr
2004, the OBA had already raised $1,500 + and the Bird Dog Assn had pledged $500.
The good news: The FAC Reunion in San Antonio provided a ground swell of support for the idea of developing a
FAC museum. On the spot, the FAC Assn pledged to donate $1,000, EEM Tours donated $1,000 and the Nail FACs
(at Ned Helm’s prodding) donated $500. Bottom line: The FAC museum has a beginning—The FAC Assn now has
[limited] space to store and display FAC memorabilia.
The critical phase starts now. A steering committee is being established to develop policy and guidelines and resolve
“where” the FAC museum will ultimately reside. Additionally, a lot of work needs to be done at the Meachem hangar
to properly care for any memorabilia. Please jump in and help if you can.
Although the Rustics are now a “sponsoring” organization for the FACM, we are not moving any of the Rustic
memorabilia (presently in Jim Gabel’s possession) to the FACM as yet. We plan to evaluate the merits of this move
at a future date. Some of the Rustic memorabilia that magically surfaced for the first time at the San Antonio FAC
Reunion (from the Nail Hole) has been loaned to the FACM on a temporary basis. Ned Helm is watching over these
items.
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SAN ANTONIO FAC REUNION DEBRIEF (Ned Helm):.
Since most of you guys exercised your right to pass on the FAC
Assn Reunion in San Antonio, here is an after-action report.
In attendance from our "Generation" at Ubon were Rowdy
Hetherington, Rick Scaling (his first reunion), and Moi. It was a
real hoot to be reunited with my disaster twin Mr. Scaling. He is a
hoot and won my vote for best party suit. Even if he is still
skinny!!!
The Hooch was in the Presidential Suite on the top floor (cramped
and not very Presidential). But on Thursday night Dave Himes
(Nail FAC) arrived with a car full of Swag from the Nail Hole that
he had been camped on for many years.
We started opening the boxes and all sorts of treasures saw
the light of day. The Nail Bell (which had been brought to Ubon
for the 15th of August), many nail plaques and pictures……..and
then out came……. A framed picture of Joe Gambino……and
the Memorial Poem plaque that Hawk had made. I was stunned. I
had forgotten hat a lot of our memorabilia went to NKP and was
hung in the Nail Hole. Hawk...the story we did of Joe'
s death for
the ???????brought to life when we opened that box.

Rick Scaling and friend

Then there was another surprise...there was the Rustic Sign from
the hooch at Ubon!! It was defaced by some scrawling on it. I
wondered who the asshole(s) were who had done the writing. I
took a closer look. Oh Shit!! I was somewhat chagrined to see my
handwriting on
it. I had signed
it NED R-15 N27.... and on the other side was ROWDY R-18,N-69, C-36. We
had signed it as the Last Two Rustics when he DEROSed and I
went PCS to Osan. What were the odds that the two of us would
be there when it was unveiled 30 years later!! I had assumed all
had been lost....it'
s amazing what turns up.

“Rowdy” Hetherington and Ned “Crash” Helm

So...it was a good, not a great
reunion....it was saved by
a Rowdy Nail lunch (with
Rowdy) on the River Walk
and a great Saturday Songfest
led by Dick Jonas...whose
music we all listened to all
those years ago....he did a
great rendition of Dear Mom
and many of the other songs
we used to dub.

Another VERY HIGH point of the Saturday festivities was the presentation of
two long delayed Silver Stars to two Rustics...Mike Wilson and Ron "Hooch
Mother" Van Kirk. As Dick Jonas said to Ron later in the Hooch...they don'
t
just pass those out!
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Missed you guys....there may be an informal reunion for Nails and Rustics in Ft Walton this October in conjunction
with the Air Commando Reunion in October....more on that as it develops. If not, I hope to see ALL of you a year
from Sept in Ft Walton for the Rustic Reunion.
BTW the plaques and picture are on display at the FAC Museum (FACM at Meacham Field in Ft.Worth), but will be
brought to our next reunion. Crash
Here are the Rustics at the reunion (with Rowdy missing as usual!!) and me unpacking the long lost items from the
“Nail Hole” which finally resurfaced after 32 years.

FAC ASSOCIATION OFFICERS ELECTED FOR 2004-2006: Newly elected officers of the FAC Assn for
2004-2006 are:
President: Denny Crouch
Vice president: Fred Pumroy
Secretary: Skip Smothermon
Treasurer: George Ferkes
Newsletter Editor: Tim Eby

Director: Ned Helm
Director: Ken Blutt
Director: Cal Anderson
Historian: Darrel Whitcomb

The next All FAC reunion will be 2006 at either Wright-Patterson AFB or Ft. Walton Beach, FL. Decision by 1 July.
HOUSE OF HOPE (Lendy Edwards): The director of the House of Hope, Diane, sent us the following messages:
On 22 Mar, 2004: “Dear Lendy, just an update....2 of the HOH girls started teaching classes - one for 3 hours on Saturdays and another for 3 hours on Sunday at the Orphanage for girls 16 years and up to learn to sew. There are 15
girls total in the two classes. Our girls are really surprised at how little the girls know -so it is quite a boost for our
girls egos - at least for now. We were able to provide them with 5 used sewing machines and supplies plus basic material to learn to sew with. Actually they are learning to sew straight lines on paper even.
This began two weeks ago and I will continue to monitor how it goes, but so far if is a good opportunity for all involved. House mothers continue to be paid and turn in work sheets as well. Thank you for assisting in this way.
Diane”
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Dear Lendy and Rustics! Just wanted
to send along a photo showing one of
the HOH girls teaching sewing at the
orphanage. She is the one pictured in
the center of the shot - at the moment
she is helping repair a machine. If
you'
ll notice around her there are
older women as well - these are the
housemothers from the orphanage
who are learning. Also there is one
young man learning too. Men usually
do tailoring for men here in Cambodia. Point being Rustics bought 5
sewing machines and the orphanage
found money to buy several more and
a hemming machine as well. They
have people learning to fill the machines up both on Saturday and Sunday. This program seems to be working very well so far. Thank you for
your contribution in helping start this
new way of assisting young people in
Kompong Cham to have a skill for a
better future!
Diane
ONE LINERS:
1) Raven FAC Takes His Final Flight. Larry Sanborn, president of the Raven FACs, passed away unexpectantly on 1 May 2004. A memorial service was held for him at the Hurlburt Air Park on Saturday, 12 June.
2) Marcel and Denise Morneau report they will be grandparents on/or about Dec 23rd 2004. Our daughter
Renee is expecting her first child. We found out on Mother'
s Day (How appropriate). (Congratulations Denise and
Marcel!)
lished.

3) The Covey FACs unveiled their new unit history book at the recent FAC reunion which they self pub4) Congratulations to Jim Reese on his retirement from Delta Airlines on 1 June 2004.

“AND THAT’S THE WAY IT WAS” (Roger Hamann): Gang, For the first time since I left SEA in '
72, I am going to speak (solo) to a high school class this morning about my experiences as an airborne interpreter with the Rustic
FACs. I don'
t know what kind of preconceived thoughts these kids have about Vietnam vets but they are about to find
out the truth! I'
ve got my photo albums, Rustic books and even the Rustic story on video. The secret air war in Cambodia is about to become reality for a group of kids in this rural area of Maine. Nerves aren'
t too bad.....just going to
tell it like it was.... no frills, no glorified stories. Just the truth, told with all the respect I have for my fellow Rustics
and all veteran brothers who supported us. In Brotherhood, Rustic Yankee
THE THREAD OF HISTORY CONTINUES—19TH TASS TO 19TH WEAPONS SQUADRON: Capt Brian
Hanna from the 19th Weapons Squadron (WPS) at Nellis AFB NV recently got in touch with Jim Gabel with the
following message to the FACNET:
“Our squadron was redesignated as the 19th about a year ago and according to the official Air Force history our lineage goes back to the 19th TASS. I'
ve been doing some research and found that the Rustics were part of the 19th
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TASS for at least a while and also found the Rustic Book on the internet. Jim Gabel, the Rustic Intel Officer, was
mentioned quite a few times in that book. The 19th WPS is made up of intel officers so I'
d like to get in touch with
him. If you could help, I'
d appreciate it.
Brian Hanna went on to explain, “The 19th WPS is the intel squadron in the Weapons School. Almost all airframes
in the Air Force also have squadrons in the school. As you might guess, they'
re very small squadrons (ours is about
20 instructors and 10 students) We have 2 different courses. The first is called Intelligence Weapons Instructor
Course and it has been around for about 15 years. It teaches Captains who have done a job similar to Jim Gabel'
s at
the flying squadron level the intricacies of supporting every mission the Air Force does, so they can go to a Wing and
teach new Lt'
s and Airmen at the flying squadrons. The second course is only about a year old and is called the Intelligence Sensor Weapons Instructor Course. It takes Captains who have worked with intel collection platforms like
the U-2, Predator, RC-135, etc. how to get intel to the right people quickly so they can use it to kill bad guys (not
write reports to D.C.).
We'
re extremely proud of our FAC heritage and hope we can make you proud of what we'
re doing today. I wrote this
pretty quickly and it'
s not exactly official but I can get you some more info if you'
d like to put some official stuff in
the newsletter. Brian
(Editor’s note: Jim Gabel, Rustic Historian, has replied to Brain Hanna and is assisting as needed. Thanks Jim!)
RUSTIC WAR BIRD, OV-10 # 639, TO BE PRESERVED; ITS HISTORY RECORDED (Darrel Whitcomb,
FAC Historian): Great news OV-10 drivers! The Aussies just announced at the San Antonio FAC reunion that OV10 tail number 67-14639 is going to be placed in the Australian National War Memorial in Canberra. What a great
place to preserve this venerable war bird. As FAC Historian, I would like to build a history of this aircraft as we did
for the bird at Hurlburt and the one at the AF Museum. The aircraft was built in Aug 1968 and flew in Vietnam, Thailand, Germany, Korea, and at Shaw AFB. It was decommissioned in 1991. If you flew any missions in this bird,
please provide me with the details. Here is what I need from you:
Date you flew it, Assigned to what unit, Your call sign, Something about the mission and Any pictures you have!
Please contact me at: nail25@aol.com or mail me at: 5311 Lindsay St, Fairfax, VA 22032 Thanks, Darrel
Whitcomb
(Editor’s note: OK Rustics, break out your log books and photo albums. Did you have missions in this OV-10? So
Far, the following Rustics have sent in their accounts to Darrel of missions flown in this mighty bird: Roger Hamann, Ned Helm, Claude Newland, and Mike Wilson. How about the rest of you? )
From Roger Hamann, Darrel, realizing my input as a GIB may not matter to #639'
s history, I dutifully submit nonetheless the following bit of info. Leaving Phan Rang AB November 10, 1971 at approximately early afternoon hours,
with Chico 04, Maj. Ben Atkins, in the drivers seat, I experienced my very first ride in an OV-10 as Maj. Atkins delivered me to Ubon RTAFB to begin my duties as Rustic Yankee, Rustic GIB. I'
d spent about a month in limbo back
there at Phan Rang waiting (was 19 TASS when I got there in Oct. 71 but may have been 21 TASS by the time I left,
damn CRS!) for my fate to be decided upon when word finally came that I'
d be TDY'
ing to Ubon (later changed to
PCS status). That was my one and only ride in #639..............but a historical one for me personally. I have no record
of ever flying in 639 during my next ten months at Ubon so I'
m assuming it was still assigned at Phan Rang (AKA
Happy Valley) but probably on it'
s way to NKP. Cheers, Rog Hamann, "Rustic Yankee" OV-10 fac/gib, 23rd
T.A.S.S. Ubon '
71-'
72 Another blast from the past.
From Ned Helm, Rustic 15: I flew a Double Bang into PP in 639 on May 17, '
73. 4.1 hrs. on the first flight ...my log
book says two sets of Fox Fours and a set of A-7s (Rotor) at the Narrows on the Mekong south of PP/Convoy Prep.
The Second said 4.7 and that I worked a set of A-7s (no call sign) at Kompong Thom. I also checked out as FCF in
her at Ubon on August 27, '
73 (1.7 hrs.)
As Nail 27 (at Sembach, Germany) I flew a RCP IP sortie in her on 12/12/73; 2.0; On 2-24-74 flew her to Chandy
Range out of our FOL at Tahkli; On 2-26-74 flew a local at NKP for 2.1; Then I might have flown a great VR down
the Rhine...very low on 04/07/78...in her. (my logbook says "Yee Haa Down the Rhine!!") ... It was 639 that I had
entirely too much fun flying down the Rhine Valley...We had all the cables and wires marked (we were very heavily
into VERY low flying in the OV then due to the threat!!) on our charts and used that river valley (as well as others)
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to get used to "Snoopy in the Tall Grass" ( remember how Charles Schultz used to have Snoopy jump up to see his
position with his ears flying?) tactics!! Crash
From Mike ‘Wilson, Rash 22 and Rustic 08: 639 was a Rustic bird for a while. I flew it in 1970 on Nov.10 and 27. I
flew it in 1971 on Jan.14, 15 and 17 then again in Feb. on the 10th and 13th. I also flew it one last time on Mar. 8.
Someday, if you want me to, I'
ll check my diary and see what we did on those missions. By the way, the longest mission that I flew in the OV-10 was 5.8.
From Claude Newland, Issue 25 and Rustic 19: My records show 639 flew some out of Cu Chi. I had three missions
in her as an Issue FAC (June and July 70) and nine missions in her as a Rustic over Cambodia (Sep 70 – May 71.) I
was in her when I got my only truck kill (story in Rustic book) and on my next to last Rustic combat sortie before
DEROSing home.
DAVE VAN DYKE SAILS THROUGH TOWN: Dave Van Dyke, one of the early Bien Hoa OV-10 Rustics really
knows how to enjoy the good life and have a great time! He recently assisted a friend in sailing a boat from Tampa to
Pensacola, FL –-with a brief visit in Destin, FL and the Hurlburt Air Park while enroute. Here’s his story;

Dave sails through town

Dave and 626 at Hurlburt

“The trip, well a friend bought a boat from government auction, a 33.5 Hunter Sloop that had been seized in a
drug arrest. It was as, where is. He got it for cheap, it was in Puerto Rico. He spent about 6 months fixing it up and
is taking it to Pensacola where he will keep it at the NAS yacht club. He is a disabled vet, Viet Nam head wound. He
had one friend help from Puerto Rico to Key West, another from Key West to Tampa, and me from Tampa to Pensacola. They encountered bad weather heading into Tampa; those other guys won'
t get on a boat again. This is going
to be an adventure, a learning experience, and hopefully a precursor to my idea of retirement. Rustic 4
OV-10 CRASHES ON ABORTED TAKEOFF: May 7, 2004. A California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CDF) Air Attack plane aborted a take off just before noon today at the Hemet-Ryan airport. The plane was
making a proficiency flight following some maintenance work on one of the engines, CDF officials said. The plane
lost power to one of the engines during takeoff. The aircraft sustained minor damage and the pilot was not injured.
The pilot was able to avoid homes and power lines in the area by landing the plane in a field next to the runway. Air
Attack 310 is an OV-10A twin-engine aircraft used by CDF for command and control of firefighting airtankers and
helicopters. Air Attack 310 was on a proficiency flight (not assigned to a fire) with only the pilot on board. Firefighters from CDF/Riverside County Fire Department and Hemet City Fire Department responded to this incident. A CDF
investigation team is being assigned to investigate and assist the NTSB and FAA in determining the cause.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
From Don Mercer: May each of you and your families enjoy a wonderful Memorial Day. I’m out of here tomor-
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row. My old roommate, Steve Hopkins, is en route on his Harley from LA (he departed Chattanooga this AM) to
attend the festivities at The Wall. Dick Roberds, his wife Marcy, Bob "Redeye" Harris, Dung Le (our hootch
maid) and I are getting together for dinner in Northern Virginia Friday evening.
STEVE HOPKINS HONORS RUSTIC KIA’S IN HIS “RUN FOR THE WALL” (RFTW) (Claude Newland).
A couple months ago, Steve Hopkins called me wanting to know where he could obtain a Rustic baseball cap and
Rustic logo pin. He explained that he wanted them for his “Run to the Wall” ride.
I can testify that Steve found a hat and pin! He also made it to the Vietnam War Memorial Wall. Read on.
I was in Washington DC on a layover on Sunday, 30 May. It was Memorial Day weekend and the co-pilot and I both
felt compelled to visit the newly opened WW II memorial and the Vietnam Memorial. It was a remarkable day! At
the WW II memorial, the crowds, mementos, and personal encounters with older vets who were finally receiving
their long over-due recognition from a grateful public was a powerful and emotional scene.
Moving on to the Vietnam Memorial, I was surprised to see numerous large school age groups among the late afternoon throng viewing the black granite wall. Nearby, colorful memorial wreaths--with banners of tribute and unit designations--were placed on the grass next to the Wall. They had been placed their earlier that morning by Vets on the
RFTW ride.
It didn’t take long to find the panel I was looking for. At the base of the panel containing the names of our Rustic
brethren, I found a Rustic cap with a Rustic logo pin among the mementos and memorabilia that had been left at the
base of the memorial wall. (Hoppy had completed his task as he said he would)
I asked Steve to tell us more about his RFTW experience. Here’s his reply.
“Don'
t know if you have broadband, but check out www.rftw.org. It was absolutely awesome. We jumped off in LA
with about 400+ bikes. About 2/3'
s do the central route and the rest were with us on the southern route. It'
s a 10 day
ride, with 20 stops at VA hospitals, memorials, and schools. We talk to kids, vets, you name it. All along the way,
people are on the overpasses with flags and signs, or just one vet in part of a uniform will be standing there holding a
salute while we ride under the overpass. Not a dry eye in the crowd. I can'
t begin to describe it. Last yr I rode up to
Chattanooga, TN and did the last 3 days, plus the Rolling Thunder Demonstration. Recommend that for the first time
out.
All the info you need is on the
website. As a side note, Run For
The Wall is a corporation, not affiliated with Rolling Thunder,
which is a different national assn of
bike clubs who actual put on the
Demonstration in DC (don'
t let
them hear you call it a parade - it'
s
meant to be in Congress'face to
get accounting for all the MIA'
s).
When we reach DC we become
part of RT, but there are about 400500,000 bikes total. We had about
700 at the end this year.

Night Rustic Dinner 28 May 2004

I hooked up last year with an exNail and an ex-Marine and we rode
down the eastern seaboard together
afterwards. They ride the full round
trip every year. Both are retired
AAL pilots. Hoppy
L-R: Steve Hopkins, Don Mercer, Bob “Redeye” Harris, Robert Dung,
June Le Dung (Hootch Mail at Bien Hoa) Marcy Roberds, and Dick

Standing (L-R): Ron and Janette Van Kirk, Doc Thomas, Chris and Bill Carruthers and son
Seated (L-R): ? and Rick Scaling, Mike and Sherry Wilson, Tona and Claude Newland
RUSTICS AT THE ALL FAC REUNION BANQUET

Rustic FAC Association
4033 Indian Trail Drive
Destin, FL 32541

ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

www.rustic.org
Board of Directors:

President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Claude Newland, Rustic19@cox.net
Jack Thompson, jackov10@sbcglobal.net
Don Ellis, donellis@FTC-I.net
Marcel Morneau, rusticv@juno.com

Director:
Director:
Director:
Historian:

Doug Aitken, daitken@nc.rr.com
Don Mercer, dmercer@life-insure.com
Mike Wilson, sher85745@mac.com
Jim Gabel, jagabel@aol.com

Project Coordinators:
Website/Database: Lendy Edwards, lendy@cox.net
Rustic SEA Photo CD: Ned Helms, ned@wingset.com
Commercial Book: Dick Wood, woodrh@ix.netcom.com
Rustic Reunion Photo CD: Jim Seibold, seiboldjim@aol.com
Air Park Liaison: Don Echelberger, echelberg@aol.com
OBA Liaison: Jack Thompson, Jackov10@sbcglobal.net
FACM Committee: Jim Gabel, jagabel@aol.com
Search Committee: Ron Dandeneau, RusticFotrot@aol.com
NEXT RUSTIC REUNION ON TRACK FOR FT WALTON BEACH, FL, 22-25Sep 2005. Despite the wiles of Mother Nature
and Hurricane Ivan, the Rustics and the Ramada Plaza Beach Resort will be more than ready for our 2005 reunion. Mark your calendar today and plan to come frolic on the beach, spend sun-filled days basking at the Ramada’s poolside waterfall, catch an evening
sunset, eat some fresh seafood, and enjoy cool liquid refreshments while enjoying the company and camaraderie of your Rustic buddies and their wives. Life doesn’t get any better than this! Who knows how many more of these great gatherings we’ll have, so don’t
miss this one.
One of the highlights of the 2005 reunion will be a visit to the Hurlburt Field Air Park to
see the new FAC Memorial and FAC aircraft on display.
We also hope to have our Cambodian friends, Col Oum and Lt Col Kohn Om, in attendance. To help defray their reunion expenses (since they will be our guests) we are asking for voluntary donations to a Cambodian Rustic Reunion Fund. If you’d like to contribute to this effort,
please see the attached Annual Dues Renewal Form.
If you haven’t come to a Rustic reunion yet, what are you waiting for? They just keep
getting better and better. See you there!
The Reunion Committee requests that if you have any recommendations for the reunion,
please send your inputs to the Reunion Committee at: 4033 Indian Trail Dr, Destin, Fl 32541 or
rustic19@cox.net.
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2005 ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DUES ARE NOW DUE. FREE PHOTO CD INCLUDED
FOR ALL 2005 MEMBERS. My how time passes! 2005 is already upon us and 2005 membership dues are now due. If you’re not already a Lifetime Rustic Association Member, please complete the attached Annual Dues Renewal Form attached at the end of this newsletter. Annual
dues are $20. If you wish to become a Lifetime Member, lifetime dues are as indicated on the
form.
$20 is a real bargain. Plus, as a 2005 member you will receive a free CD which will contain the
archived photos of our previous three Rustic Reunions and photos taken on the Rustic’s return trip
to Cambodia and Vietnam in 2000. This alone is a treasure!
Your financial support of our Association is very important to us. Your dues are what make our
association work. Our website, newsletters, Rustic projects, and future reunions are all dependant
upon your dues support. Please complete the attached membership renewal form today and get in
the mail without delay before you inadvertently forget.
Your Rustic Board and Officers thank you for your continued support!
Currently, we have 95 active members for 2004 of which 29 are Lifetime members.

0

Note: Check your address label to determine if you are currently a lifetime member or active dues paying
member of the association. If you are a non-member, we hope you’ll want to become a supporter.
HURRICANE IVAN SLAMS FLORIDA’S PANHANDLE; RUSTICS SURVIVING. The eye of Hurricane Ivan
passed over Mobile Bay, Alabama on the night of 15 Sep leaving a path of destruction in its wake. Areas west of Ft Walton Beach,
FL (Pensacola, FL, and Orange Beach, AL) bore the brunt of the storm, but considerable damage was still in evidence in the Ft
Walton Beach, FL area. Storm surge on the gulf and inland waterways caused extensive damage to area beaches and waterfront
structures from Panama City, FL to Orange Beach, Alabama. Wind damage affected everyone. The Ramada Beach Resort Hotel
(site of our past Rustic reunions) closed for about a month to effect repairs to the tower building that is located on the beach. They
expect to be fully open soon and will be in tip-top shape for our 2005 reunion.
Highway 98 between Destin and Ft Walton Beach was washed out which caused a major disruption in traffic for
about two weeks until they reopened two lanes. It will be another month before they restore the remaining two lanes. The Air
Force’s All Ranks Beach Club located near the Destin Bridge on Okaloosa Island was totaled. Sand dunes on Okaloosa Island between Destin and Ft Walton Beach are now almost non-existent.
For the most part, the local Rustics dodged a direct hit, but everyone had some damage in varying degrees. Several roofs will need replacing and waterfront docks were a common loss. Those who live on the inland waterway (Sound) had the
most damage. Don Echelberger’s home was severely damage due to tidal surge. He and Katrin are presently staying in their condominium in Panama City, FL--which they purchased last year so they could be near their daughter’s family at Tyndall AFB. Jim
and Barbara Lester live on the Sound as well and will need a new roof for their house and adjacent cottage. Jim also had a large
boat thrown up into his yard causing damage to his seawall and retaining wall (evidence that the tidal surge was approx 17 feet.)
Claude and Tona Newland and Ray and Jan Stratton lost their bayside docks but had minimal damage. Lendy and Sue Edwards and Bill and Nancy Sleigh had minimal damage to their inland properties. Ned and Leslie Helm came through unscathed
in the storm and should be moved into their new home in Defuniak Springs, FL by the time you read this newsletter. Roy and Ginette Eklund in Pace, FL lost their entire fence, had some broken windows and will need a new roof, but everything has stabilized
and they are fine. Bob and Dorte Clifford came into town for a brief visit and reported their condo in Sandestin had no damage.
The good news is yard debris has now been, for the most part, picked up by FEMA and the neighborhoods are returning to
some normalcy. However, Pensacola and south Alabama are another story. Major reconstruction will be required in those areas.
HURRICANE IVAN STOPS THE PRESSES. For the first time in eight years, the Rustic newsletter missed a quarterly
printing. Did you notice? Hurricane Ivan’s mischief and the related cleanup work caused all FWB area Rustics to involuntarily
rearrange their priorities. One of the casualties was the Sept newsletter. Our apologies go to all.
In light of Hurricane Ivan’s untimely visit, the Board of Directors authorized the normal Sep and Dec newsletters
to be combined into this one November 2004 newsletter which will serve as our “Annual Issue.” The “Annual Issue “ goes out to
all Rustics, members and non-members alike, includes the annual dues renewal form and a copy of our current Rustic Roster—just
in time for the holidays.
RUSTIC ROSTER UPDATES REQUESTED: Please check your personal information on the enclosed Annual Rustic
Roster and advise the Rustic Database Keeper, Lendy Edwards, if there are any errors or changes to be made. Contact Lendy at:
850-651-6766 or lendy@cox.net.
Several Rustic newsletters have recently come back marked ‘Addressee Unknown”, so if you notice any errors or
corrections on other Rustics’ info, please pass them along to Lendy as well.
ON THE MOVE, FOUND OR LOST? Several Rustics have changed addresses this past year or have been newly found.
The enclosed roster has new addresses for: Doug Aitken, Si Dahle, Bob Harshaw, Ned Helm, Anthony “Tony” McGarvey,
Dick Rinehart. and Dick Wood.
We seem to have lost touch with Tom Jones (formerly Hawthorne, CA,) and Ed Gunter (McQueeney, TX.)
Does any one have a lead on them? If so, please notify Lendy Edwards at 850-651-6766 or lendy@cox.net.
RUSTIC INTELL OFFICER, DON DORR, AWARDED AIR MEDAL AND WINGS. Rustic Awards and Decs Coordinator, Don Mercer, reports that Don Dorr has been approved by the Chief Review Boards Office, Randolph AFB, for the
award of the Air Medal and Aircrew Member Badge (Wings) as a result of his 20 combat missions flown with the Rustics. Two of
those sorties were flown with Don Mercer gathering intell around Kratie.
If all goes as planned, The Night Rustics plan to award Dorr his Aircrew Member Badge and Air Medal in a
ceremony on Thursday evening, the 21st Oct, while at sea The Night Rustics have a cruise with Royal Caribbean planned for 2125 Oct going to Key West and Cozumel out of Ft. Lauderdale. Dick Roberds will do the pinning. A pre-cruise pool party hosted
by Bob Harris is planned on Wednesday, 20 Oct, at the Airport Wyndham Hotel to begin the festivities.
Our congratulations go to Don Dorr as well as a huge “thanks” to Don Mercer for his efforts on Dorr’s behalf.
Editor’s note: Caribbean Cruise?? Who said the Night Rustics can’t keep a secret? Tell us about your trip guys after you
get back!).
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RUSTIC COMMERCIAL BOOK UPDATE (Dick Wood.) On July 3rd I gave a presentation at the Chino, CA Planes
of Fame museum. I talked about the FAC business in general and the Rustics in particular. This was followed by an air show featuring O-1s and O-2s. The whole thing was organized by Gene Rossell of the Air Commando Association. He lives in Chino. Regarding the status of the book, we should learn the yearly sales numbers sometime in late October.
(Editor’s Note: Book sales results have not been announced as of this printing.)
RUSTIC ORIGINAL BOOK TO BE DONATED TO THE USAFA. Steve Hopkins plans to donate a copy of our
original self-published Rustic book (black book) to the Air Force Academy library if no one else has already done so. If anyone
knows why he should not pursue this, please get in touch with Steve at: happy612@mindspring.com or 770-476-1773.
TEXAS GOVERNOR PRESENTS SILVER STAR TO RON VAN KIRK (Don Mercer.) As many of you already
know, Ron Van Kirk and Mike Wilson were each awarded Silver Stars in 2003 for missions flown over Cambodia during their
tours of duty as Rustic FACs. Both were recognized and presented their medals in an awards ceremony at the Oct 2003 FAC reunion in San Antonio, TX. Additionally, as a resident of Texas, on 14 June 2004, Ron Van Kirk was presented his Silver Star by the
Governor of Texas, Rick Perry, in a ceremony in Austin, TX. Congratulations Ron and Mike! We salute you!
EFFORTS TO ESTABLISH A FAC MUSEUM GET UNDERWAY (From Terry Tabor, FACM Steering Committee Chairman)
August 3, 2004, was a historic day for the Forward Air Controller'
s Museum. We held the first meeting of the
FACM Steering Committee (SC) in the OBA Ready Room! (Meachem Field, Tx) Granted, there were no earthquakes or bolts of
lightning, but it marks the beginning of a new era in preserving the history of all FACs for future generations. There will be detailed
minutes in the next few days, but I wanted to share a few of the highlights while memories are fresh.
There are nine members of the SC who represent organizations who have sponsored FACM. In no particular order, they are Jim Gabel (RUSTICS), Ben Petty (EEM), Carolyn Petty (EEM), Bob Parcell (IBDA), Darrell Whitcomb (FAC
Assn), Terry Tabor (FAC Assn), Jerry Stephan (NAILS), Jim Hodgson (ACT), and Tom Kemp (OBA). Due to short notice on
the scheduling of this first meeting, only the last four members were present but we got some of the basics laid down for future meetings and began planning the FACM.
We decided to meet monthly, on the second Thursday of every month at 10 AM in the OBA Ready
Room. Everyone who has joined the FACM is invited to attend and participate in any meeting -- we want your thoughts and ideas!
The first meeting went long; there was a lot to discuss! In the future, we will limit the meeting to two hours or less. For the SC
members, we now have a meeting schedule that you can add to your monthly plans. Some of the SC members are not in the local
DFW area, but they will participate electronically in all correspondence and votes concerning the future of the FACM. Along those
lines, we had several proposals for the FACM mission statement and decided on one which will be voted on electronically by the SC
before we share it with the FACM membership.
We discussed plans for building out the museum and Jerry Stephan was selected as the Facilities Chairman. Jerry
has already started measuring and laying out some proposed designs which will be presented at the next meeting. Costing out the
final design and planning for fund raising will be the next step. Jim Hodgson will work closely with Jerry on the plans and financing.
I know this may not answer all the questions which will arise about our future, but to paraphrase Confucius, "A
journey of a thousand miles begins with the first step."
YANKEE AIR MUSEUM DESTROYED BY FIRE. (Rick Atchison, Nail 229) On 11 Oct the Yankee Air Museum,
Will Run Airport, MI. was destroyed by fire. The B-17 was not in the hangar area. The B-25 and the C-47 were saved. The Stinson
was in Fowlerville, MI. The F-105, Lockheed Lodestar, L-39, YOV-10A, and some of the pieces of the AT-11 were destroyed as
was the Waco glider that had been under restoration for the past 15 years. In addition, all of the WW I, WW II, and Korea displays
on the second floor were destroyed as were many of the spare parts for the flyable aircraft. One of the problems in fighting the fire
was the lack of nearby fire hydrants. This is the first report and I'
m sure some of it is wrong. Say a prayer. VR Rick Atchison Nail
229, Weasel 1780
RUSTIC 0-2 DRIVER AUTHORS BOOK OF VERSE. .An unannounced surprise arrived in the mail at a number of
Rustic’s homes in Mid October--a book titled, Inverted Flight, A Collection of Verse by Don Mercer, Rustic 41; published 2004
by the Xlibris Corporation. Don explained that the book was a small “thank you” to those who spent time with him in interviews and
provided meals and lodging as he traveled about the country doing research for his Rustic book project.
“I think I qualify for the ‘mooch of the year’ award for 2003 or perhaps a ‘Rustic Roads Scholar’ award. Driving
through 44 states and flying to Alaska gave me an opportunity to truly see our wonderful country. I still have perhaps 10 or so books
to mail out and they should go out next week. I'
ve also sent copies to those like Jim Reese and a few others whom I did not interview but have given so much of themselves to the Association and related effort.”
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Dick Roberds wrote the Forward and gives a brief overview of the book on the inside cover of the Dust
Jacket., “Don Mercer was a Night Rustic. A large part of the poetry he offers here has been inspired by the events and emotions
of the year Don spent in Vietnam serving both his own country as well as the Cambodian nation. Many of the poems he has
herein provided us include a prominent appreciation for his love of flying, for his comrades in arms, the honor of serving, and for
beloved comrades who were lost.”
The book has 205 pages. It includes a eulogy in verse to Donald H. Hagle, “Beagle”, Rustic 40 as well as
verses on ‘Thoughts on Life, The War In Southeast Asia, On September 11th and More On Life.
Editor’s note: If you’d like a copy, the book is for sale with most of the major book stores and on the internet (Amazon,
Barnes & Noble, Borders, Buy.com). Don reports the best prices to date are on Buy.com. It may be purchased as a hard back or
paper back.
Faster response times and better prices are usually available on the internet.
RUSTICS ATTEND AIR COMMANDO ASSOC (ACA) REUNION; HURLBURT FIELD AIR PARK DAMAGE REPORT (Ned Helm,. Columbus Day weekend.)
I talked with the ACA VP yesterday. He said the 0-1 was on its back with a broken tail. He mentioned that the
U-10 was damaged as was a 123 and that the Spectre had shifted about 30 degrees on its pad. OV-10 626 is OK and I assume the
same is true for the Duck.....
I stopped by the Fish Fry...saw no one I knew...I'
ll bet the FACS were out frolicking elsewhere.
Lendy and I (and possibly Killer ) are going to the memorial service and BarBQ on Sunday (to be held at the
Air Park if the WX permits) so I'
ll take some pix and post.
Rumor has it that Cinc Nail (long time commando H. Pierson Esq.) and Roper are in attendance with Fred
Platt...saw none of the above....
The motel where the affray is being held was under water less than a month ago. Most ground floor rooms
were clean as new construction awaiting new sheet rock and furnishings...there are boats still scattered about and the local marina looks like a four ship of something accurate has battered it. Roof scattered, boats on docks and the like....and this is after
they have been "cleaning up" for quite some time.
Glad I live where I do [north of the coast]. Lendy said that Hurlburt got 120 MPH winds....and there is a tropical storm in the Gulf?????
@#$%^&*()_+ and S…! More on Sunday Crash
MORE ON ACA REUNION AND HURLBURT (Ned Helm.) Lendy Edwards, his wife, Sue, and yours truly attended the ACA memorial service at Hurlburt on Sunday morning, 10 Oct, and the Bar-B-Q afterward. The service was held in
the 6th SOS building instead of the Air Park due to typical liquid sunshine.
FACs in attendance (that I recognized) besides Lendy and me were Cinc Nail (H.Pierson) and Jim Roper....
The AF was in evidence...and participated in the event in the personage of the Wing Commander and numerous
other light and heavy colonels...all of whom looked too young to vote....their support of the ACA was obvious and pleasant to
see.
The air park is still a magnificent collection of very neat special ops air frames. Casualties from [Hurricane]
Ivan were confined to the O-1 which apparently flew down the road to the end of the runway (or flew over the trees and landed
by the end of the runway depending on your point of view). 120 Knot winds...shall we say.... were well above the levitation speed
for that air frame. It literally slipped the surly bonds of earth....the arrival broke its tail feathers.
The other damage was to the Heilo Courier (U-10). Both were not present in the park and are/will be repaired
so that they can resume their places of honor.
The duck was in great shape as was [OV-10] 626. The rain was p...... down so I just got a quick snap on the
way by to prove that 626 is still with us.
Rather strange to go to an affair like this and not have to spend 1000 bucks in airfare and rooms and the
like....the ACA is open to all FACS....and my suggestion is that every other year (in off years for the All FAC)....that FACS attend as our own Mini Reunion in conjunction with the ACA ....more on that later. The Nimrods already do this. Crash
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR:
From George Gambino, brother of Joe Gambino, Rustic KIA. July 04
I am doing well, thank you. My retirement ceremony date will be Aug 20, 2004 but the official date will be Nov 1st.
My father and brothers are coming down for the retirement ceremony 20 August. I will try to get the family down to Hurlburt to
see the memorial and static aircraft displays. After all is done, I will remain in the local area. How are you doing? Take care,
George
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From George “Lunch Box” Larson, Rustic Bien Hoa Interpreter. July 04
It‘s been a while since I emailed you so thought it was time. Hope everything is going good with you and yours. Things
here are still the same. Mucha and I are both still working. I'
m starting to get a little tired but I guess that happens when you’re
going on 70. My, how time flies when you’re having fun. Mucha is doing fine and she is thinking about retiring in a couple of
years from Seaworld.
Next spring (2005) I’m planning on having a booth at the Nam reunion in Melbourne Fla. It’s one of the biggest ‘Nam
reunions in Fla. and when I went this past year there was no AF booth there so I said I can’t allow this. The booth will be a Rustic
booth but I'
ll make sure it is also an AF booth. I'
ll let you know the dates and directions early next spring.
I don’t think Don Mercer is coming this way on his quest for knowledge, I believe he visited a few people here in Fla. I
will contact him to see if he wants some of my artifacts. Well that’s all for now, say “hello” to the family for us. Lunchbox
FAC COIN TO BE MINTED? INPUTS REQUESTED. Rustic FAC Zot Barazzotto is one of the prime players in
organizing the FAC Association’s 2006 FAC Reunion which will be held in Dayton, OH. In response to Nail FAC Randy
Robert’s suggestion that it may be time to consider minting a FAC coin, Zot has pitched in to help. Efforts are now being made
to design and issue a FAC Coin either at or before the 2006 reunion. What should go on the coin? Your help/input is requested.
Randy suggests “maybe a generic coin for all three A/C or maybe an opportunity to look into an 0-1, Duce, and OV-10 coin. If
anyone is interested, come up voice and let'
s look into doing this... don'
t know the $$$$ but the Koreans can do anything.....LMK”- Randy Robert
Zot suggests that “All you guys with talent, send me the artwork you would like to see on the coin. All the rest
of you send me sketches or even words describing the coin artwork. These coins will be tied to the Memorial at the AF Museum.”
Please send inputs or suggestions to Zot at: zot250@ameritech.net or Randy at: nail38@earthlink.net.
SHORT BURSTS:
AFMC.

1. FAC gains 4th Star. Bruce Carlson, NKP OV-10 FAC was recently promoted to four stars and took command of

2. The Annual Rustic FAC Assoc Occupational License was recently renewed at no cost to the association since we
are a non-profit organization.
3. Bronco Mock-up. Rustic Jack Thompson has been assisting with the OV-10 Bronco Association’s work on the
OV-10 Bronco mockup at Meachem Field, TX. He reports the team is having a tough time making the new upper engine cowlings but hopefully they will have them completed soon. After that, the team will separate the booms from the wing and send the
booms out to be painted.
4. Next All FAC Reunion is tentatively scheduled for Sep 2006 in Dayton, Ohio. Rustic FAC Zot Barrazzoto is extensively involved in the planning and organizational stages. If you have any inputs, please contact him at:
zot250@ameitech.net.
5. All FAC Newsletter. An all FAC newsletter was mailed out in July 04. If you didn’t receive one, contact the FAC
database Keeper, Ken Blutt, 18 Bankhurst Ct, Monument, CO 80132-2299 or e mail him at: kblutt@csc.com
fly?

6. From Gil Bellefeuille Morning Claude, Congrats on your new ride. I like the looks of the 737-800. How is it to

Good news to report. My wife was sworn in as a Captain in the USAF Reserve on Friday, 10/15/04. She still has to
attend officer training at Maxwell and flight nurse training at Brooks and local training at MacDill before she is a flight qualified
crew member. However, she will be an aeromedical evacuation nurse flying out of MacDill. She was a TSgt in the reserves as a
tech and was in Gulf War I. She was also a med tech on active duty when I met her after I retired.
Our daughter is in JROTC and her plans are to be a JAG with the Air Force or Navy.
We gotta keep it in the family.
Later, Gil B (Tango)
HOUSE OF HOPE AND KOMPONG CHAM ORPHANAGE NEWS (Lendy Edwards.). The Cambodian HOH
director, Diane Moss, recently sent us the following update.
Of the two girls who originally began teaching the sewing lessons at the Orphanage, one has graduated. She is
now sewing for Hands of Hope and doing very well. The other has remained faithful and we have added another HOH student to
help her. There has only been one weekend when lessons were not taught. The orphanage ran out of material to sew and had to
find resources to buy more. This only took them a week, once they realized we were serious about not bailing them out this time.
Next month, the other original HOH student-teacher will be leaving HOH. She will also sew for Hands of
Hope. We are not sure of having another girl with the maturity and ability at this point to take on assisting in teaching. When we
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began this it was time limited and we all agreed.
It has been an interesting process. On Saturdays, the housemothers learn to sew. On Sunday the older girls,
getting ready to leave in a few years from the orphanage - this is skills training for them.
As for the housemothers, they continue to do well with caring for the children and are extremely committed to
them. It is truly amazing, as they still only make about $20 a month for 24/7/365. Two of the housemothers have brought their
own children to live with them at the orphanage as well. Our orphanage truly has the feel of a very large family. The children are
being taught to protect and look after one another.
House of Hope is about to finish 6 years of service on September 30th, 2004. We are looking to the future and
trying to consider what changes might be needed. One of our main goals in starting HOH was the hope that over time the community would see the need and desire to volunteer/be a part of this work. This has not happened, other than our staff and a few
stray volunteers, who hope for a job in the future and even now receive a small wage, when we have a need for them.
In the past Rustics has asked about our needs, in particular financially. We have enough money for the coming year October 2004 - Sept 2005, but after this we do not. We are not overly worried about this, but do want to be upfront in sharing the
need with those who have partnered with us in the past/present.
Our need is for the general budget, not a specific project
- things like salaries for staff, food/housing/utilities etc for the girls who live with us. Our yearly budget has been $100,000 for
the past 4 years. Please consider if and how Rustics might like to continue in service with House of Hope.
Lendy, thanks for your questions and interest. We are praying for you all as [hurricane] Jeanne is approaching,
as well as the continued efforts to bring restoration for those still dealing with loss from the previous storms.
God'
s hand of protection be upon you and give you strength as well. Diane
(Editor’s note: Tax Deductible contributions to the House of Hope and Kompong Cham Orphange can be made on the
enclosed 2005 Dues Renewal Form.[below.] This would be a wonderful way to make a difference in the lives of our Cambodian
friends WE HOPE TO RAISE $1,000 FOR THE HOH AND $1,000 FOR THE ORPHANAGE FOR 2005. THIS WILL HELP ENSURE THE HOUSE MOTHER’S CONTINUE TO BE FUNDED FOR THE COMING YEAR. Please give generously; there are
many needs.

If you have pictures that need to be published or you think others might enjoy, send
them to Lendy at rustic20@cox.net. You just
never know what will show up in the newsletter.
This picture was provided by Ned Helm,
Rustic 15.
Lendy
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2005 Membership Renewal Form and Survey

(We respectfully request every Rustic complete this form. See mailing instructions below.)
Name: ________________________________________________________ Spouses name: _____________________
Street Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________
City: __________________________________State: ______ ZIP: __________ Telephone (

) _____-_________

E Mail Address: ___________________________________ Rustic Call Sign: ________________________
I plan to attend the Sep 2005 Rustic reunion in Ft Walton Beach, FL.

Yes ___ No ___ Not Sure ___

I have SEA photos for Ned Helm to include in the Rustic SEA Photo CD/DV Project.

Yes ___ No ___

I have additional Rustic Stories for inclusion in the Rustic/FAC History Book Projects. Yes ___ No ___

I’d like to maintain my Rustic FAC Association membership in good standing and stay in touch with
my Rustic buddies, continue receiving the Rustic newsletter, and help support efforts to promote continued
Rustic FAC camaraderie, future reunions, and history projects. Enclosed are my dues for 2005.
Amount Enclosed:
2005 Annual Dues of $20.00

$ _____________

Lifetime Membership in the Rustic FAC Association:
Age:

Lifetime Membership Rates:
55 & younger
$ 250
56-60
$ 225
61-65
$ 200
66-or older
$ 175
My age is: ___________

$ _____________

Lifetime memberships may be paid in four monthly installments, if you so desire.
First Month:
$ 50
Second Month:
$ 50
Third Month:
$ 50
Remaining Balance:

Nov 2004
Dec 2004
Jan 2005
Feb 2005

Contribution to help bring our Cambodian friends to the 2005 Reunion
2004 Tax Deductible Contribution to House of Hope
2004 Tax Deductible Contribution to Kompong Cham Orphanage
Total Amount Enclosed:

$ _____________

$ _____________
$ _____________
$ _____________
$ _____________

Please make check payable to ‘Rustics’ and mail to: Don Ellis, 26 E. Boyce St., Manning, SC 29102

Our Silver Star Recipients. Well Done.

L to R: Bob Schwein, Bob Berry (with camera), Gil Williams, Les Gibson, Dave Tisdale ??, Doug
Aitken, Bob Andrews, John Clarke (Orange flight suit) Arnie Franklin, and Ben Aitkins.

L to R: Bill Decabooter, Doug Caywood, Jack Thompson, Jerry McClellan, Unk, Don Echelberger,
and Unknown.

